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synopsis

Kara-Kara, the former lepers’ quarter, is the pariahs’  
district of this town. Gangs referred to as the «Palais» 
have sprung up in this area and are spreading their  
influence throughout the town. Obsessed by a culture of  
bodybuilding and violence, the gang members induce 
fear in the population.

Outside the moments spent together in a body-building 
camp, some of them follow the path that will lead them to 
a life of crime and prison or a violent death, others strive 
to pull themselves out of the rut they find themselves in. 
This is the case for Siniya, Bawo and Ramsess, whom the  
director, originally from Zinder, has succeeded in  
filming up close to reveal to us their survival strategies.  
By following them in their daily lives divided between  
their gang, their family and fending for themselves, she 
gives us a sense of their desire to break free from the  
cycle of violence which has built their identities.

   The wind-swept town of Zinder 
in the heart of the Sahel region of Niger 
is a place travellers only pass through.



note Director’s Statement 
 In 2004, I left my native Zinder to pursue 
a university education in Niamey, over 600 
miles away, where I now live. I developed a  
distanced relationship with my hometown 
through short stays to visit my relatives who 
remained there. Zinder seemed far away, but 
hideous and even shameful echoes reached 
me —gang rapes, street battles, armed  
robberies, all sorts of crimes and trafficking— 
news that seemed like a horror story to me 
who grew up in that ever so quiet area at the  
crossroads of Sahel and the caravan trade route. 
This was an area where different communities  
(Tuaregs, Hausas, Kanuris, Fulas, Muslims,  
Christians…) used to live in peace, although the 
whole society was already consumed by social 
divisions. 

My awakening came in January 2015 as I 
read a piece of news in which our Minister of  
Interior commented on a Boko Haram flag  
spotted during the riots that broke out in  
Zinder.

Youths belonging to the so-called Palais 
gangs were blamed. For a decade or so, 
hundreds of gangs have been thriving in my  
hometown. Their surrounding world is a poor 
country (the very last in the UN HDI ranking), its  
resources plundered by foreign firms, a country 
with very poor work and life prospects, an  
extremely unstable region with terrorist  
movements at the borders of Nigeria (some 
60 miles from Zinder), Chad, Mali and Algeria. 
And a country that has become the last  
border with Europe with its so-called “hotspots” 
stopping would-be exiles from leaving the 
continent. Many people thus end up stranded 
in the Sahel region, which makes the local  
situation even worse.

Be feared and fight in order not to die. Palais 
(palace) refers to where the Sultan lives, who 
is the highest civil authority in the city. By na-
ming themselves like that, these youths want 
to assert themselves as an authority. The gangs 
challenge the state, are an anti-state. They are 
a time bomb waiting to explode.

 How to chronicle your own people,  
yourself, your hometown, showing how a  
haven of peace turns into an idle city, pointing 
to remedies, trying to heal the wounds and 
the wounded while letting those concerned 
speak for themselves, to experience the  
present time with more hope in a city searching 
for safety —all this was a dangerous mission for a  
filmmaker and her team. It took me months to get  
accepted. Now I am.

Siniya, Bawo, Ramsess, let me enter their own 
world. They have a foot inside (the gang) 
and a foot outside because they want to quit  
illegality. They have that perspective which  
allows us to discuss their ways of thinking. They 
are open to sharing their daily life and survival 
strategies with me. And above all, being around 
them keeps changing me.

I understood that Kara-Kara could exist 
anywhere and is just a reflection of our  
collective behaviors and the result of a divide: 
them vs. us.

I was born in a humble family, but on the right 
side of the tracks, the other side from the  
opposite neighborhood, with dim lights. As 
a child I watched them from afar. Now, as a  
filmmaker, sociologist and activist, discreet 
as a shadow, I decide to venture around that  
dimmer opposite hill, across that border that 
keeps us apart, them and myself, and bring their 
story over to the whole world. 

  « I understood that Kara-Kara 
could exist anywhere and is just a  
reflection of our collective  
behaviors and the result of a  
divide: them vs. us. »





Interview with Aicha Macky about Zinder

  « I wanted to go back 
to Zinder to understand  
where the violence came  
from and to meet the Palais.»

Hebdo of the cartoons of the Prophet Moha-
med and the presence in Paris of the President of  
the Republic of Niger, Issoufou Mahamadou, 
 who took part in the Republican march against 
 terrorism held in the French capital, there were  
demonstrations in Niger that resulted in ten deaths.  
Being attached to my hometown, I wanted to go back  
to Zinder to understand where the violence came 

from and to meet the Palais.
 
What did you find out?
 In Kara-Kara, pover-
ty and illiteracy are  
widespread. In the 1970s, 
lepers were brought to  
Zinder from all over  
Niger because the town 
had the only hospital for 
skin diseases in the country. 

The State parked the lepers in this district where 
 the children grew up in total neglect. Stigmatised  
from birth, the children lived in a state of  
confinement and isolation. To make their 
voices heard they banded together 
in gangs called Palais. Today there are  
hundreds of them.

What sets them apart?
 They can be identified by their accoutrements: 
neck chains, Hollywood T-shirts, flags, etc. When 

  You come from Zinder but did not 
grow up in Kara-Kara: What aroused  
your interest in this neighbourhood ?
 When I was a child, people talked about 
 Kara-Kara as if it were the  
setting of a fable. It was a place 
where lepers and outcasts 
lived. They would come 
down the hill to beg, lying 
on the backs of don-
keys or helped by their 
children. My parents  
instructed me to give them 
rice or millet, and I would 
open their bags with a stick 
to avoid contact. I had to 
avoid being contaminated, of being isolated  
like them. This is the attitude of all the people  
who live in the «healthy» part of town. At the  
time, it seemed normal to me, therewas 
«them» and there was «us». Today, 
people talk about this district mainly be-
cause of the Palais, groups of youths ac-
cused of being violent and of acting against 
the State. It has been alleged that they 
caused the violence which erupted in 2015.  
Following the publication by Charlie  

border police stopped us and asked what a  
woman and a white man, my cameraman, were 
doing in the middle of a smuggling operation! 
The risk of terrorism added to their fears. After 
two hours of questioning, we had to wake up 
their commanding officer at 4 a.m. for him to  
decide what to do with us! I had the film per-
mits but the fact that we were accompanying  
smugglers made suspects of us!

So, you were filming an illegal activity!
 Indeed! It made us realise how dangerous their 
working conditions are, with the border patrols 
sometimes firing at point-blank range forcing 
them to make their getaway at breakneck speed! 
But as Ramsess says in the film, she would rather 
do that than go under. These young people have 
chosen  to be active and resilient, and although 
smuggling is illegal it provides petrol at half price 
for all, even if the adulterated petrol does tend 
to ruin engines over time! Only NGOs and the 
public authorities who have petrol vouchers 
get their petrol from the few remaining service 
stations. Thanks to the contraband petrol, many 
other young people can trade and thus support 
their families.

they walk the streets, they scrape the tarmac with 
machetes, throwing up sparks. In 2016, the first time 
I went to meet them, they swathed me in a cloud of 
smoke from drugs. It was a test; I came home quite 
stoned! When I went back, they let the handles 
of their machetes appear over the waistbands of 
their trousers to scare me. But I insisted, until they  
understood that I hadn’t come to steal  their images. 
After seeing me over a period of two years during 
which I did the scouting for the film, they finally got 
used to my presence and took me under their wing. 
I suggested they tell their story in the film so it would 
give a true picture of their lives.

The idea was therefore to look at them from 
a different angle.
 Yes, I left my preconceived ideas behind. I  
discovered solidarity in these neighbourhoods, 
for instance, the inhabitants help those who fall 
sick. However, they are beset by many evils and  
illiteracy is widespread. Politicians only give them a 
semblance of civil status when they are old enough 
to vote, simply to get them to vote in exchange for 
handouts.

I imagine that the filming conditions were 
not easy!
 That’s true. Let me tell you a story. When we 
were filming in the middle of the night at the  
Nigerian border as they were smuggling petrol, the  



Did you need a light crew to do the  
filming?
 On the border, there was just the French DOP, 
Julien Bossé (who had already done The Fruitless 
Tree with me) and the Nigerien sound engineer 
Abdoulaye Adamou Mato. My African produ-
cer, the Malian Ousmane Samassekou, and the  
production managers who were often present, 
Abdoul Razak Benji during the first shoot and  
Abdoulkader Arzika during the second shoot.

We can see that the members of the Palais 
are aware that they are being filmed.
 Yes, we didn’t steal the footage. The filming was 
done over a period of five years. They knew per-
fectly well that we were making a film and loved 
to show off their strong beautiful bodies, in what 
was clearly a game of seduction.

How much of it was staged? I’m thinking, 
for example, of the scene where Siniya 
Boy goes to see his three friends in prison.
 The prison authorities had to announce our  
presence to the prisoners so that those who did 
not wish to be filmed could stay in their cells. They 
knew that we were coming to shoot a film, but 
we hadn’t determined what would be in it. This  
allowed them to talk about the mistreatment 
they suffered while awaiting trial. We left the  
camera running to capture entire exchanges 
which, of course, we had to cut down in the  
editing. I had often accompanied Siniya to the 
prison to visit his little brother and bring him 
meals, because the prisoners only get one meal 
a day. Each family has to bring them extra food. 
And the cell we see in the film is the one where 
the minors who aren’t dangerous are detained. 
The dangerous minors are detained with the 
adult prisoners. The prison authorities organised 
the shoot this way with our production manager  
because they didn’t want us to film in the cell 
where Siniya’s friends are normally detained: in 
it 208 people are packed like sardines!

Would you have liked to be able to show 
the real conditions of detention?
Yes, because they are inhuman. 
Prisoners cannot move at night without disturbing 
their fellow inmates. Their clothes and their few  
belongings are contained in small plastic bags 
hung on nails all over the walls. The overcrowding is  
frightening in our prisons, even for the prisoners 
awaiting trial.



Ramsess talks about her herma- 
phrodism, which brings a subtext into 
the film.
People say to me that the film oozes testoste-
rone, however, Ramsess brings the feminine 
element, without forgetting the presence of 
the «loose women». She was born in Ramatou, 
but they call her by all sorts of names. Yet she 
is an incredible figure as a smuggler in a male  
environment, but she also fights to give work 
to the young, so they don’t fall into the trap of  
immigration. This businesswoman is a sort of  
itinerant company, who provides credit in the 
form of petrol and a street corner and then  
recuperates her investment on the sales (balass 
in Hausa). Everything revolves around her: she 
supplies Siniya, who is a vendor, and receives 
visits from Bawo who needs petrol for his motor-
bike taxi. When the petrol runs out, the town’s 
economy dies, and delinquency prevails. Ram-
sess provides a balance between the two other 
characters in the film.

It also reinforces the very physical di-
mension of the film, from the body- 
building culture to the scars you film from 
up close. Is this somehow linked to the 
historical dimension of the leprosarium 
and to phenomena such as the style of 
dressing which is an attempt stand out 
and a quest for dignity?
Absolutely, and to prove they are healthy: 
a healthy body allowing acceptance within  
society. The issue of the body pervades all 
my films, from Me and my Tiny Body (the link  
established between being thin and AIDS), to 
How to make a bed (the seductive body) and 
The Fruitless Tree (the maternal body).

Why this recurring idea?
Maybe because I had developed a complex 
because I used to be very thin. As a young girl, 
I had taken a lot of vitamins to become rounder, 
to conform to the social norm and escape being 
called nicknames such as « exclamation mark», 
«white man’s woman», «string bean», etc.!
 
The film reveals an impressive ability to 
survive in these young people who have 
been abandoned.
Yes, that’s what fascinated me about them.  
Every day, they fight to survive, especially since 
emigration is closed to them because Niger has 
become a border of Europe.
I chose to film those who retain their dignity 
by being resilient, roguish and inventive. They 
live from day to day by doing odd jobs and the  
informal economy.

Why is the price of petrol at the pump 
twice that of the petrol on the informal 
market?
The cans they bring back from Nigeria are filled 
with petrol taken from hijacked tankers which 
is sold cheaply in Nigeria. In fact, it’s refined in  
Zinder from crude oil from the Agadem field 
(Diffa region)! It’s a diabolical cycle of small 
frauds within larger fraudulent operations!

              
During the few interviews which were 
filmed from the side we realise that you 
are the woman conducting them, and 
your voice can be heard at times.
It was intentional because they were  
confiding personal information. This enabled 
me to gain an understanding of what they 
had experienced. Some interviews were like 
confessions suggesting that they had turned  
a page: had become like older brothers  
ready to guide the youths in their  
neighbourhood.

The smuggling activities are filmed 
at night with a rather intense musical  
accompaniment that sustains the  
tension. Why did you choose this  
intense music?
Illegal activities take place under the cover 
of darkness, but for me the night also has a  
sacred aspect, since it is the time when people 
make say prayers to escape from harm. The 
tension is intended to highlight the danger 
of these activities, which was difficult to  
document directly by showing the scars on 
the bodies. I was not interested in depicting 
sensational stabbings or bloodshed.

The metaphysical dimension you  
evoke is reinforced by the abstract 
images of the fences and by the use 
of a drone, as a visualisation of the  
relationship between the earth and the 
body.
Absolutely. These are symbolic dialogues. 
Leprosy leaves traces on the body. The 
skin cracks and drought afflict the land in a  
similar fashion. The galleries they dig in the 
earth leave stigmata in the same way as  
terrorism does.

The fact that you sign your emails  
«socio-réalisatrice»           (Socio-filmmaker), 
is that a reference to your sociological 
studies?
Yes, because I cannot forget my training 
in sociology, which for me requires being 
very close to human beings to be able to tell  
human stories, even when they refer to  
subjects which are taboo or dangerous. I  
try to mix with people to make them feel 
comfortable and to enable my camera to 
communicate with them.

« I chose to film those who retain their dignity 
        by being resilient, roguish and inventive.  »

Interview by Olivier Barlet (Africultures)



ZINDER
 The city of Zinder was the initial capital of the French 
Niger colony in 1898, from the date when the colonial 
mission headed by Captain Cazemazou arrived  
until 1926 when it was transferred to Niamey, the  
current capital. Officially called Zinder, the city still  
goes for locals under the name of Damagaram in  
reference to the Sultanate that founded it and as a  
rejection of colonization. 
Islam is the religion of nearly all its inhabitants (Hausas, 
Kanuris, Tuaregs, Fulas, for the most part). 

   The second city in the country in terms of  
demographics, Zinder has been growing at an  
unprecedented rate over half a century. Indeed,  
in the last 5 decades, the city’s population has 
more than quadrupled to reach 400,000 in 2018,  
75 percent of whom are under 30 years old. As a  
reminder, Niger has the highest fecundity rate with 7.6 
children per woman.

Therefore, in Niger, youth is a “key factor”. 



Biography
 Born in Zinder (Niger) in 1982, Aicha Macky is a filmmaker and  
social change activist. Having trained as a sociologist, she then 
turned to documentaries. She completed a Documentary Cinema 
Master degree in University Gaston Berger / Saint-Louis / Sénégal. 
 In 2016 she completed the worldwide multi-awards-winning film 
“L’arbre sans fruit” (The Fruitless Tree – coproduction Les films du 
balibari/Maggia Images) which addresses the delicate question 
of infertility. In 2017, she founded her own production company, 
Tabous production, based in Niamey.

Aicha is an Alumni Laureate award winner of the Young African 
Leaders Initiative YALI, an American State programme initiated 
by President Barack Obama that enabled her to attend intensive 
courses at Staten Island University in New York on Civic Engage-
ment in 2016.

Alongside filmmaking, Aicha is a tutor in mobile cinema, as part 
of the USAID program, PDEVII (Peace through development) 
and the NGO « Search for common Grounds ». She guides  
youngsters in how to facilitate debate with short films on real 
conflicts in 7 or the 8 regions of Niger which borders countries also 
in conflict (Nigeria, Libya, Cameroon, Burkina Faso, Mali...). These 
films deal with community resilience and violent extremism.

She was awarded the title of Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres 
de la République Française and that of  Chevalier des Palmes  
Académiques du Niger for the quality of her artistic work.

She is a participant of the “Sahelien_ne_s 2040” programme 
launched by the AFD (French Agency for Development) that  
supports 25 actors for change to tell their Sahel story and envision 
a different and hopeful future for 2040.

2016  The Fruitless Tree, 52’ 
Awards : Prix du meilleur documentaire Trophées francophones 
du Cinéma à Yaoundé (Cameroun) / Etoile de la Scam – Paris /  
BINGA d’OR du Long Métrage - Mis Me Binga – Yaoundé  
(Cameroun) / Grand prix documentaire Festival de Film Docu-
mentaire de Blitta -FESDOB (Togo) /  Prix du Public et Prix Jury 
Jeune Meilleur court métrage - Festival «Cinémas d’Afrique» –  
Angers (France) / Prix AIRF Festival du film documentaire de 
Saint Louis – Saint louis (Sénégal) / Prix du Premier Film & Prix 
Fleury Doc - Festival International Jean Rouch / Prix du Meilleur  
Documentaire Africa Movie Academy Awards (AMAA) –  
Lagos (Nigeria) / Meilleur documentaire «Golden Tree Intl.  
Documentary Film Festival Francfort (Allemagne) / Meilleur docu-
mentaire Festival international du film de femme de Salé (Maroc) / 
Meilleur film documentaire FESTICAB (Burundi) 
Festivals : Hot Docs (Canada) / Festival des 3 Continents – Nantes 
(France) FESPACO (Burkina Faso) / DokFest Munich (Germany)
2015    Me and my Tiny Body, doc, 13’
2014  How to make a bed, 26’

Filmography

Aicha Macky



 Zinder was produced in association with  
Generation Africa which is a collection of 25 short, 
medium and feature length documentary films 
from 16 countries in Africa. They aim to shine a light 
on the future of youth in Africa though the topic of  
migration. Overseen by STEPS in South Africa,  
Generation Africa wants to give voice to African  
storytellers in an initiative that has built a strong  
documentary community across Anglophone and 
Francophone Africa.

This ground-breaking collection introduces  
exciting young documentary voices to a world 
stage in order to shift the narrative on migration.

Generation Africa was conceived from the  
beginning with a clear idea for reaching  
audiences, as these films will be distributed around the  
world, partners include Arte (France, ZDF and  
Strasbourg) and a special focus in African countries.
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